Training and certification
for data protection officer.
Enchanted Kingdom is the first and only theme park of the
Philippines. With the launch of the Data Privacy Act, it is important to take extra caution in data protection. TÜV Rheinland
Academy was deployed to provide the legally compliant
training of the data protection officer.
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I N I T I A L S I T UAT I O N A N D R E Q U I R E M E N T S

S O L U T I O N S, R E S U LT S

The protection of personal data is becoming increasingly
important for companies worldwide. This is also the aim of
a law like the Data Privacy Act in the Philippines. As soon as
customer data is processed automatically, a data protection
officer must be hired. In order to implement data protection
processes and systems in an organization in compliance
with the law, reliable background knowledge is required. In
addition, there is the need to sensitize employees, who often underestimate the extent and consequences of attacks
on personal data.

In a five-day intensive course, the local data protection
officer received training from TÜV Rheinland Academy and
certification from the independent personnel certification
body PersCert TÜV. We were chosen on the basis of instructor Hernn Dondi Mapa, who is known in the IT industry as a
former deputy commissioner at the National Data Protection
Commission (NPC).

YO U R B E N E F I T S

D I D YO U K N O W. . . ?

TÜV Rheinland Academy seminars provide
up-to-date specialist knowledge around the world
and can be adapted flexibly in terms of content and
scope. Our lecturers come from real-life practice.
They are familiar with the current challenges and
solutions in various industries and are specialized in
imparting their expertise in an exciting way. In this
way, we reliably take key personnel to the next level
and secure a decisive competitive advantage for
companies. It is also possible to obtain certification
according to international standards following the
respective training.

Enchanted Kingdom was founded in 1995 and is a
theme park in the Philippines. It is located in Santa
Rosa, Laguna, and covers an area of 25 hectares.
Visitors find rides and attractions here in seven
themed worlds that invite them to escape from
everyday life and let themselves be carried away
into a fairytale world. Up to 1.8 million visitors now
visit the park every year.

A B O U T T Ü V R H E I N L A N D AC A D E M Y

With branches all over the world, TÜV Rheinland Academy is the international institution for technical and professional
expertise in all important subject areas. We convey well-founded knowledge from real-life practice. Our innovative further
training solutions range from individual training courses to customized personnel development concepts. In this way,
we strengthen the technical skills of participants all over the world. We are proud of the fact that numerous renowned
customers worldwide decided upon our recognized training and certification courses. Use the expertise of your employees –
confirmed by the certification – as a competitive advantage now, because this proof of competence increases confidence
in your services.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR TRAINING PROGRAMS!
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